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Abstract

An operator is said to beniceif its conjugate maps extreme points of the dual unit ball to extreme points.
The classical Banach-Stone Theorem says that an isometry from a space of continuous functions on a
compact Hausdorff space onto another such space is a weighted composition operator. One common
proof of this result uses the fact that an isometry is a nice operator. We use extreme point methods and
the notion of centralizer to characterize nice operators as operator weighted compositions on subspaces
of spaces of continuous functions with values in a Banach space. Previous characterizations of isometries
from a subspaceM of C0.Q; X/ into C0.K ;Y/ requireY to be strictly convex, but we are able to obtain
some results without that assumption. Important use is made of a vector-valued version of the Choquet
Boundary. We also characterize nice operators from one function module to another.

2000Mathematics subject classification: primary 46B04, 46E40.

1. Introduction

The classical Banach-Stone theorem says that ifT is an isometry from the spaceC.Q/
of continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff spaceQ onto C.K /, whereK is a
compact Hausdorff space, then there is a continuous functionh on K of modulus one,
and a homeomorphism' from K onto Q such that

T f .t/ = h.t/ f .'.t//(1)

for all f ∈ C.Q/ andt ∈ K . There are many proofs of this theorem existing in the
literature, and one of the best known proof (as given by Dunford and Schwartz [8], for
example) uses the fact that the conjugate of an isometry must map extreme points of
the unit ball of the dual space ofC.K / onto the extreme points of the unit ball of the
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dual space ofC.Q/. Proved first by Banach [2] for the real compact metric case and
later by Stone [19] in the general real case, the theorem has inspired numerous articles
dealing with different proof techniques and a variety of generalizations. Behrends [3]
has given an excellent account of these matters, and the reader might also consult [9]
for some of the history.

One stream of investigation has focused on the case where the continuous functions
have values in a Banach spaceE and the question to be answered is whether the
operatorT can be described by some kind of canonical form as is given in (1). The
first such result along these lines was given by Jerison [13]. Many others followed,
and we state below a theorem of Behrends [3, Theorem 8.10] which includes many of
the earlier results.

THEOREM 1.1. Let E1 and E2 be Banach spaces which have one dimensional
centralizersZ.E1/, Z.E2/, respectively. Suppose further, thatQ and K are locally
compact Hausdorff spaces and that there exists an isometric isomorphismT from
C0.Q; E1/ ontoC0.K ; E2/. Then there is a homeomorphism' from K onto Q and a
continuous functionV from K into the space of isometries fromE1 to E2 (given the
strong operator topology) such that

T F.t/ = V.t/F.'.t//(2)

for all t ∈ K and F ∈ C0.Q; E1/.

Our principal goal in this paper is to characterize isometriesT as in the theorem
above, but without assuming thatT is surjective, or even defined on all ofC0.Q; E1/.
One of the first to consider non-surjective isometries fromC.Q/ into C.K / was
Holsztyński [11], who showed that one could get a canonical form, but the function
' may not be defined on all ofK . Cambern [6] extended this to the vector valued
case whereE is assumed to be strictly convex. Novinger [17] considered isometries
from certain subspacesM of C0.Q/ onto a subspaceN of C0.K /, and Font [10] has
studied isometries of this type for vector-valued functions. Font’s approach is similar
to that of Cambern, while Novinger used extreme point techniques and the notion of
Choquet Boundary.

The characterization of an operator as in (2) above involves getting the function'
defined in some manner. Our method will be to use the fact that the conjugate of an
isometry maps extreme points to extreme points. In order to emphasize this property,
we will consider nice operators.

An operator is said to beniceif its conjugate takes extreme points to extreme points.
An isometry is an example of a nice operator. A key role is played by the concept of
centralizerof a Banach space. This will be defined in Section2, where we will also
prove a version for nice operators of Theorem1.1stated above. We treat the surjective
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case first in order to establish our methods in a more hospitable climate. In Section3
we examine the situation in which the operatorT maps a subspaceM of C0.Q; E1/

onto a subspaceN of C0.K ; E2/ but without assuming thatE2 is strictly convex. It is
necessary to put some special conditions on bothM andN. Finally, in Section4, we
consider the special case in which the spaceE2 is strictly convex.

It should be mentioned that many of the results in this paper are contained in the
Ph.D. dissertation of the first author [1].

2. Centralizers, function modules, and Behrends’ Theorem

In what follows, Q; K denote locally compact Hausdorff spaces andE, E1, E2,
X, Y represent Banach spaces. As usual,C0.K ; E/ will mean the Banach space
of continuousE-valued functions defined onK and vanishing at infinity. IfF ∈
C0.K ; E/, then‖F‖ = ‖F‖∞ = supt∈K ‖F.t/‖. We will assume that the scalar field
F is always the complex numbersC unless specifically noted to beR. In caseE is the
scalar field, we will writeC0.K ; E/ as simplyC0.K /. (Of course, ifK is compact,
we omit the sub-zero.) For Banach spacesX andY, we will letL .X;Y/ denote the
bounded linear operators fromX to Y, and if T ∈ L .X;Y/, then T∗ is the usual
conjugate ofT defined byT∗ y∗.x/ = y∗.T x/. By B.X/ we will mean the closed unit
ball of X, S.X/ will be the unit sphere, and ext.A/ will be the set of extreme points
of A. In the particular case thatA is a Banach space, we will write ext.A/ in place
of ext.B.A//. By A− we will mean the closure ofA. For 1≤ p ≤ ∞; `p.n/ will
denote then-dimensional̀ p space.

DEFINITION 2.1. Let T be a bounded linear operator onX.

.i/ The operatorT is amultiplier of X if every element of ext.X∗/ is an eigenvector
for T∗. Hence for eachx∗ ∈ ext.X∗/ we have a scalaraT .x∗/ such that

T∗x∗ = aT.x
∗/x∗:

.ii/ The operatorT is said to beM-boundedif there is a½ > 0 such that, for every
x ∈ X, T x is contained in every ball which contains{¼x : ¼ ∈ F; |¼| ≤ ½}.
.iii / For a multiplierT on X, we say that a multiplierSon X is anadjoint for T if

aS = aT . If T has an adjoint, we will denote it byT a.
.iv/ Thecentralizerof X, written asZ.X/, is the set of all multipliers for which an

adjoint exists. (Note that in caseF = R, the centralizer just consists of the multipliers.)

DEFINITION 2.2. A function moduleis a triple.K ; .Xt /t∈K ; X/, whereK is a non-
void compact Hausdorff space (thebasespace),.Xt /t∈K a family of Banach spaces
(thecomponent spaces), andX a closed subspace of

∏∞
t∈K Xt such that the following

conditions are satisfied
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.i/ hx ∈ X for x ∈ X andh ∈ C.K / ( .hx/.t/ = h.t/x.t/ );
.ii/ t → ‖x.t/‖ is an upper semicontinuous function for everyx ∈ X;
.iii / Xt = {x.t/ : x ∈ X} for everyt ∈ K ;
.iv/ {t : t ∈ K ; Xt 6= {0}}− = K .

Note: The space
∏∞

t∈K Xt denotes the functionsx in the product space for which
‖x‖ = sup{‖x.t/‖ : t ∈ K } < ∞.

The above definitions along with their history and many properties may be found
in [3]. Of particular interest to us is the fact thatT is a multiplier if and only if it
is M-bounded. A natural example of a function module is a spaceC.K ; E/ where
we takeXt = E for eacht ∈ K . In the locally compact case, we can replaceK
by its Stone-Cˆech compactificationþK and takeXt = E if t ∈ K and Xt = {0} if
t ∈ þK \K .

A property of function modules that will be of importance later is that a function
module isnorming. We will say that a function spaceM with functions defined on a
set Q and values inE is norming for Q if for eachs ∈ Q andu ∈ E there is some
F ∈ M such thatF.s/ = u and‖F.s/‖ = ‖F‖.

LEMMA 2.3. If .K ; .Xt /t∈K ; X/ is a function module andt ∈ K , u ∈ Xt are given,
there existsF ∈ X such thatF.t/ = u and‖F‖ = ‖F.t/‖ = ‖u‖. Furthermore, ifU
is a neighbourhood oft , F may be chosen as above so thatF.r / = 0 for r ∈ K \U .

PROOF. This follows directly from [3, Lemma 4.2].

A function module representation[²; .K ; .Xt /t∈K ; X̃/] of a Banach spaceX is a
function module.K ; .Xt /t∈K ; X̃/ together with an isometric isomorphism² : X → X̃.
If for h ∈ C.K / we let Mh be the multiplication operator oñX defined byMhx.t/ =
h.t/x.t/, thenZ².X/ = {²−1Mh² : h ∈ C.K /} is contained inZ.X/. It is known that
for any Banach spaceX there is a function module representation ofX as above such
that Z².X/ = Z.X/ [3]. We will not use this idea directly in the current paper. It is
easy to see that forh ∈ C.K /, Mh is a multiplier andMh is its adjoint, and, in fact,
Z.C.K // = {Mh : h ∈ C.K /}. In the locally compact case, the centralizer consists
of multiplications by elements ofCb.K /, the bounded continuous functions onK . It
is natural to ask about the centralizer ofC0.K ; E/.

Before doing anything else, we want to state the following well-known fact about
extreme points. The proof is straightforward and we omit it. However, the result will
be used many times in the remainder of the paper.

LEMMA 2.4. For a givenx in a Banach spaceX, there existsx∗ ∈ ext.X∗/ such
that x∗.x/ = ‖x‖.
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The extreme points of the unit ball ofC0.K ; E/∗ are known to be of the formx∗ ◦ t

wherex∗ ∈ ext.E∗/ and t is the evaluation functional att ∈ K [3, 4]. If h ∈ C0.K /,
thenM ∗

h.x
∗ ◦ t/ = h.t/.x∗ ◦ t/ so thatMh is a multiplier with adjointMh. HenceMh

is in the centralizer ofC0.K ; E/. Behrends [3] has shown that these operators describe
the centralizer entirely under a certain condition onE. We will say thatE hastrivial
centralizer if Z.E/ has dimension 1, that is, if the only elements in the centralizer
are multiples of the identity operator. We are first going to describe the centralizer of
a Banach spaceX which is, itself, a function module. We will need the fact, proved
in [3, Theorem 4.5], that the extreme points of the unit ball of.K ; .Xt /t∈K ; X/ are
precisely those elements of the formx∗ ◦ t wherex∗ ∈ ext.X∗

t /. A proof of the next
lemma can also be found in [3], but we give one here in order to show clearly the
importance of the assumptions about a trivial centralizer.

LEMMA 2.5. Let.K ; .Xt /t∈K ; X/ be a function module with the property thatZ.Xt/

is trivial for each t ∈ K . Then Z.X/ = {Mh : h is bounded onK andhF ∈ X
for all F ∈ X}.

PROOF. If h is a bounded scalar-valued function onK such thathF ∈ X for all
F ∈ X, then it is straightforward to showMh is in the centralizer ofX. Suppose, on the
other hand, thatW ∈ Z.X/. Givent ∈ K0 = {t ∈ K : Xt 6= {0}} andx∗ ∈ ext.X∗

t /

we have a scalaraW.x∗; t/ such thatW∗.x∗ ◦  t/ = aW.x∗; t/.x∗ ◦ t /. Note that

|aW.x
∗; t/| = ‖aW.x

∗; t/.x∗ ◦ t /‖ = ‖W∗.x∗ ◦  t/‖ ≤ ‖W∗‖ = ‖W‖:(3)

Let us defineP.t/ on Xt by P.t/u = W F.t/, where F ∈ X with F.t/ = u.
Now P.t/ is well defined, for ifF.t/ = H .t/, then

x∗.W F.t// = aW.x
∗; t/x∗.F.t// = aW.x

∗; t/x∗.H .t//

= aW.x
∗; t/.x∗ ◦  t/.H / = W∗.x∗ ◦  t/.H / = x∗.W H.t//

for all x∗ ∈ ext.X∗
t /. Hence,W F.t/ = W H.t/. Moreover, P.t/ is bounded,

for if u ∈ Xt , and F.t/ = u, by Lemma2.4 there existsx∗ ∈ ext.X∗
t / such that

x∗.W F.t// = ‖W F.t/‖. Thus, from (3) we obtain

‖P.t/u‖ = ‖W F.t/‖ = W∗.x∗ ◦  t/.F/

= |aW.x
∗; t/.x∗ ◦  t/.F/| ≤ |aW.x

∗; t/|‖u‖ ≤ ‖W‖‖u‖:
Similar manipulations show thatP∗.t/x∗ = aW.x∗; t/x∗, and P.t/ is a multiplier.
Since it will have an adjoint obtained from the adjointWa of W, we conclude that
P.t/ ∈ Z.X∗

t /. Consequently, there is a scalarh.t/ such thatP.t/ = h.t/I and we
haveW F.t/ = h.t/F.t/ for all t ∈ K0, whereh.t/ = aW.x∗; t/ for all x∗. Thath is
bounded onK0 follows from (3). It does not matter what valuesh is given outside
K0; they can be any finite constant.
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The corollary below was observed by Behrends in his proof of Theorem 8.10 in [3].

COROLLARY 2.6. Let K be a locally compact Hausdorff space andE a Banach
space with trivial centralizer. ThenZ.C0.K ; E// = {Mh : h ∈ Cb.K /}.

This corollary follows immediately from Lemma2.5sinceC0.K ; E/ is a function
module. The continuity ofh is easy to show using the fact that there is a functionF
that is constant on some neighbourhood of a givent .

DEFINITION 2.7. An operatorT ∈ L .X;Y/ is said to benice if

T∗.ext.Y∗// ⊆ ext.X∗/:

This notion is apparently due to Morris and Phelps [16] and is a sufficient (but
not necessary) condition forT to be an extreme point of the unit ball ofL .X;Y/.
Every isometry is nice, but not every nice operator, nor even a nice isomorphism, is
necessarily an isometry. Clearly, if bothT andT−1 are nice, thenT is an isometry.

Werner [20] has observed that a nice operator fromC.Q/ to C.K / can be described
as a weighted composition operator as given by (1). We are going to extend that result
to the vector-valued case. First we show that a nice isomorphism from one function
module to another has the canonical form (2).

Note that a nice operator is necessarily a contraction. For, ifx ∈ X and if
y∗ ∈ ext.Y∗/ so that|y∗.T x/| = ‖T x‖, then

‖T x‖ = |y∗.T x/| = |T∗y∗.x/| ≤ ‖x‖:

THEOREM 2.8. SupposeT is a nice isomorphism from the function moduleX =
.Q; .Xs/s∈Q; X/ onto the function module.K ; .Yt/t∈K ;Y/ whereZ.Yt/ is trivial for
eacht ∈ K such thatYt 6= {0}. Then there is a function' from K0 = {t ∈ K : Yt 6= 0}
onto a dense subset ofQ and a functiont → V.t/ from K0 into the family of nice
operators fromX'.t/ to Yt such that

T F.t/ = V.t/F.'.t//(4)

for all t ∈ K0 and F ∈ X.

PROOF. Let h be a continuous function onQ. We will first show thatT MhT−1 is
in the centralizer ofY. If t ∈ K0, y∗ ∈ ext.Y∗

t /, then, sinceT is nice, there ares ∈ Q
andx∗ ∈ ext.X∗

s / such thatT∗.y∗ ◦ t/ = x∗ ◦ s. Hence, forG = T F ∈ Y, we have
(after a bit of manipulation),

.T MhT−1/∗.y∗ ◦  t/.G/ = h.s/.y∗ ◦  t/.G/:
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This shows that each extreme point ofS.Y∗/ is an eigenvector and soT MhT−1 is a
multiplier. Its adjoint will be given byT Mh̄T−1 and soT MhT−1 is in the centralizer.
By Lemma2.5, there is a bounded functioñh on K such thatT MhT−1 = Mh̃. This
implies thatT Mh = Mh̃T . It is easy to show that

h.s/x∗.F.s// = .T Mh/
∗.y∗ ◦ t /.F/ = .Mh̃/

∗.y∗ ◦  t/.T F/ = h̃.t/x∗.F.s//

for any F ∈ X. Hence, we must conclude thath.s/ = h̃.t/. Now, if we have
y∗; z∗ ∈ ext.Y∗

t / and

T∗.y∗ ◦  t/ = x∗ ◦ s and T ∗.z∗ ◦  t/ = w∗ ◦  r ;(5)

it follows thath.s/ = h̃.t/ = h.r /. Since there are enough continuous functions on
Q to separate points ofQ, we must haver = s. We define the function' on K0 by
'.t/ = s according to the pairing determined byT∗.

Next we define, for eacht ∈ K0 an operatorV.t/ on Xs = X'.t/ by V.t/u = T F.t/,
whereF ∈ X has the property thatF.'.t// = u. To see thatV.t/ is well defined,
suppose thats = '.t/ andF.s/ = H .s/. Then for any extreme pointy∗ for B.Y∗

t /,
andT∗.y∗ ◦  t/ = x∗ ◦  s we have

y∗.T F.t// = x∗.F.s// = x∗.H .s// = y∗.T H.t//;

from which it follows thatT F.t/ = T H.t/. Let u ∈ X'.t/ be given andF ∈ X so
that F.'.t// = u. There existsy∗ ∈ ext.Y∗

t / with ‖V.t/u‖ = ‖T F.t/‖ = y∗.T F.t/.
Hence,‖V.t/u‖ = y∗.T F.t/ = T∗.y∗ ◦  t /.F/ = x∗.F.'.t// ≤ ‖u‖. ThusV.t/ is
bounded and nice, sinceV.t/∗ maps extreme points ofY∗

t to extreme points ofX∗
'.t/.

Hence we have established (4), for by its definition,V.t/F.'.t// = T F.t/.
To complete the proof, we show that'.K0/ is dense inQ. Supposes0 is such that

Xs0 6= 0 ands0 ∈ Q\'.K0/
−. By Lemma2.3 there existsF ∈ X so thatF.s0/ 6= 0

but F.r / = 0 for all r ∈ '.K0/
−. ThusT F.t/ = V.t/F.'.t// = 0 for all t ∈ K0.

This contradicts the fact thatT is injective, and from part (iv) of Definition2.2, we
conclude that'.K0/ is dense.

We want to note here that Behrends [3, Theorem 4.16, Corollary 4.17] proves
the above theorem forT an isometric isomorphism and under the assumption that
Z.X/ = {Mh : h ∈ C.Q/} andZ.Y/ = {Mh : h ∈ C.K /}. In that case, the function
' is proved to be continuous, sinceT MhT−1 induces an isometric isomorphism!
from C.Q/ onto a closed self-adjoint subalgebra ofC.K /. Hence!.h/ = h ◦ ' for
some continuous function' by classical results. In our case we are unable to show that
', as we defined it, is necessarily continuous. Indeed, it need not be continuous. For
example, consider the subspaceX of the bounded scalar-valued functions on[0;1]
where X = { f : {t : | f .t/| ≥ ž} is finite for everyž > 0}. Then X is a Banach
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function module [3, page 78] and if' is a one-to-one function from[0;1] onto[0;1],
thenT f = f ◦ ' is an isometry fromX onto X. However,' could be taken to be
discontinuous on[0;1].

THEOREM 2.9. SupposeT is a nice isomorphism fromC0.Q; E1/ ontoC0.K ; E2/

and suppose thatE2 has a trivial centralizer. Then there exists a continuous function
' from K onto a dense subset ofQ and a continuous functiont → V.t/ from K into
the collection of nice operators contained inL .E1; E2/ (given the strong operator
topology) such thatT F.t/ = V.t/F.'.t// for all t ∈ K and F ∈ C0.Q; E1/.

PROOF. The canonical form comes immediately from Theorem2.8, since the spaces
in question are function modules as described in the paragraph following Defini-
tion 2.2. Once again,K plays the role ofK0 in that theorem.

It remains to prove the continuity assertions. Suppose the function' is not contin-
uous at somet ∈ K . Then there is a net{tþ } in K converging tot and a neighbourhood
U of s = '.t/ such that for everyþ0 there existsþ ≥ þ0 with '.tþ/ ∈ Q\U . Let
u ∈ E1 be such that‖V.t/u‖ = 1. By Lemma2.3, there is anF ∈ C0.Q; E1/

such thatF.s/ = u, ‖F‖ = ‖u‖, and F.r / = 0 for r ∈ Q\U . Now we have
‖T F.t/‖ = ‖V.t/u‖ = 1, and by the continuity ofT F and the choice ofU and{tþ}
we must have 1= ‖T F.t/‖ = lim inf ‖T F.tþ /‖ = 0. This contradiction establishes
the continuity of'.

The continuity oft → V.t/ comes immediately from the facts that for a given
u ∈ E1, andt ∈ K , there is a functionF ∈ C0.Q; E1/ which is constantly equal tou
on a compact neighbourhood of'.t/ andT F is continuous att .

REMARKS. .i/ The crucial part of the argument for the theorems above is the
establishment of the function'. The pairing oft with s is easy using the extreme
points but the chief difficulty is in showing that' is well-defined; that is, showing that
statement (5) implies thats = r . It is here that the hypothesis aboutZ.E2/ is needed.
Examples show that some such requirement is necessary [5].
.ii/ The condition that dim.Z.E2// = 1 is not as restrictive as it might appear.

Strictly convex spaces, smooth spaces, and reflexive spaces with no M-summand all
have this property [3].
.iii / If T−1 is also nice, so thatT∗ maps ext.Y∗/ onto ext.X∗/, then' mapsK

onto Q. In this case, of course,T is an isometry.
.iv/ In Theorem2.9, if K is compact, then' is surjective so thatQ is also compact.
.v/ Let ¹ be a non-strictly convex norm onR2 whose dual ball has extreme points

as a proper subset of the unit circle. LetE1 beR2 with Euclidean norm and letE2 beR2

with the norm¹. LetV.1/ = V.2/be a nice linear operator fromE1 to E2 (for example,
the identity), and let' be a permutation of{1;2}. ThenT F.t/ = V.t/F.'.t// defines
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a nice isomorphism fromX = C.{1;2}; E1/ ontoY = C.{1;2}; E2/ which is not an
isometry and for whichT∗.ext.Y∗// 6= ext.X∗/.
.vi/ If, in the statement of Theorem2.9, we assume thatT−1 is also nice andZ.E1/

is trivial, we can conclude that' is a homeomorphism. Simply apply Theorem2.9to
T−1 to conclude that' is one-to-one with a continuous inverse. This gives Behrends’
Theorem1.1.

3. Nice operators on subspaces ofC0(K, E)

A bounded linear operatorT from C0.Q; X/ into C0.K ;Y/ is said to be agener-
alized weighted composition operator[12] if there is a subsetK1 of K , a continuous
function' from K1 onto Q and a continuous operator valued mapV from K1 into the
space of bounded operators fromX to Y (with the strong operator topology) such that
T F.t/ = V.t/F.'.t// for t ∈ K1. A theorem of Cambern [6] shows that if the Banach
spaceY is strictly convex, then any isometryT as above is a generalized weighted
composition operator. Moreover, it has been pointed out by Jeang and Wong [12] that,
at least in the case of real spaces, if every isometryT from C0.Q; X/ into C0.K ;Y/ is
a generalized weighted composition operator for anyQ; X; K , thenY must be strictly
convex.

In light of this, we can ask what can be said in caseY is not strictly convex.
As in the previous section, we wish to make use of extreme point methods, and so
we will investigate what happens with nice operators. Since isometries are nice,
we accomplish some new results for isometries as well. Following the methods of
Novinger [17] in the scalar case, we are led to consider an extension of the notion of
Choquet Boundary, usually defined for subspaces of aC.K /-space.

DEFINITION 3.1. Let K be a locally compact Hausdorff space, andN a closed
subspace ofC0.K ; E/ where E is a Banach space. An elementt ∈ K is in the
Choquet Boundaryof N, written ch.N/, if there existsx∗ ∈ ext.E∗/ such thatx∗ ◦ t

is an extreme point of the unit ball ofN∗.

It can be shown that ch.N/ is a boundary, that is, given anyF ∈ N there exists some
t ∈ ch.N/ such that‖F.t/‖ = ‖F‖. The definition we have given is an extension of
the one due to Novinger [17]. The little book by Phelps [18] is an excellent reference
for information on the classical Choquet Boundary.

The Choquet Boundary in the vector-valued case presents some complications not
present in the scalar-valued case. We will illustrate this with some examples. Before
giving the examples, we need to introduce some special notation. GivenN; K ; E as
in Definition3.1, we letE.t/ = {G.t/ ∈ E : G ∈ N}, and

N∗.t/ = {x∗ ∈ ext.E∗/ : x∗ ◦  t ∈ ext.N∗/}:
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We note that ifE.t/ is not closed, we can take its closure and not cause any significant
changes to arguments involving it. Also, since an extreme point forB.E.t/∗/ is
the restriction toE.t/ of an extreme point ofB.E∗/, we will not always distinguish
between the two.

In the examples below, we will consider the scalars to be real.

EXAMPLE 3.2. .i/ Let N ⊂ C.{1;2;3}; `2.2// be the collection of functionsF
such thatF.3/ = .〈F.1/;e1〉; .〈F.1/;e2〉 + 〈F.2/;e2〉/=2/. (By e1;e2 are meant the
usual unit vectors, and〈·; ·〉 is the inner product.) Then ch.N/ = {1;2;3}, and while
e∗

1 ◦  3 is extreme,e∗
2 ◦  3 is not. However,x∗ = .2=

√
5;1=

√
5/ ∈ N∗.3/ so that

N∗.3/ spansE∗.3/ = E∗.
.ii/ Let N ⊂ C.{1;2}; `2.2// be the space of functionsG such that

G.2/ = .〈G.1/;e1〉; 〈G.1/;e2〉=2/:

Then ch.N/ = {1;2} andN∗.2/ = {±e∗
1}, which does not spanE∗.2/ = E∗.

.iii / Let'1; '2 be continuous functions from a locally compact Hausdorff spaceK
to a compact Hausdorff spaceQ and suppose there is a proper subset0 of K which
is the set of allt ∈ K such that'1.t/ = '2.t/, and for which'1.0/ = Q. Let T
be defined onC.Q; E/ into C0.K ; E/ by T F.t/ = [F.'1.t/ + F.'2.t//]=2 for all
F ∈ C.Q; E/. (Here, as usual, E is a given Banach space.) ThenT is an isometry, and
if N denotes the range ofT , we have ch.N/ = 0, andN∗.t/ = ext.E∗.t// = ext.E∗/
for all t ∈ 0.

The example in (iii) above is an adaptation of an example given originally by
McDonald [15]. Note thatT does not have the canonical form for allt ∈ K , but does
for t ∈ ch.N/.

We will see now that the methods used in the proof of Theorem2.8 can be used
in the subspace setting. We begin by characterizing the centralizer of a subspaceN
of C0.K ; E/. It requires some special assumptions and for that we need a bit more
notation (borrowed from Font [10]). For a closed subspaceA of C0.K /, we say
N ∈ A .A/ if for everyu ∈ E andh ∈ A, the functionh.·/u ∈ N.

LEMMA 3.3. Let N be a closed subspace ofC0.K ; E/ with dim Z.E.t// = 1 for
everyt ∈ ch.N/. Suppose further that either

.i/ N∗.t/ = ext.E.t/∗/ for eacht ∈ ch.N/ or
.ii/ the linear span ofN∗.t/ is dense inE.t/∗ for eacht ∈ ch.N/ andN ∈ A .A/,

whereA is norming forK .

Then for eachW ∈ Z.N/, there is a scalar-valued functioñh defined onch.N/ such
that W G.t/ = h̃.t/G.t/ for all t ∈ ch.N/.
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PROOF. If (i) above is satisfied, then the proof follows exactly the argument in the
proof of Lemma2.5. The statements about extreme points in that proof are still valid
since N∗.t/ = ext.E.t/∗/. Suppose then, that (ii) holds. SinceA is norming and
N ∈ A .A/, E.t/ = E for eacht . GivenW ∈ Z.N/, t ∈ ch.N/, andx∗ ∈ N∗.t/ we
haveW∗.x∗ ◦  t/ = aW.x∗; t/.x∗ ◦ t /.

We can defineP.t/ on E by P.t/u = W G.t/ for G ∈ N with G.t/ = u. The
fact that P.t/ is well defined follows exactly as in the proof of Lemma2.5 and
by using the condition that the span ofN∗.t/ is dense inE∗. The boundedness of
P.t/ is straightforward to show since for anyu ∈ E, there is someF ∈ N with
‖F‖ = ‖F.t/‖ = ‖u‖. We now show thatP.t/ is M-bounded and therefore a
multiplier.

SinceW is a multiplier, it isM-bounded for some bound½. Recall that this means
there exists½ > 0 such that for everyG ∈ N, W G is contained in every ball which
contains{¼G : ¼ ∈ F; |¼| ≤ ½}. If P.t/ is not ½-bounded, there existu; x ∈ E
andr > 0 such that‖¼u − x‖ < r for all ¼ with |¼| ≤ ½ but ‖P.t/u − x‖ ≥ r .
Since A is norming, there is anh ∈ A with 1 = ‖h‖ = h.t/ and the functions
G.·/ = h.·/u; H .·/ = h.·/x are both inN. Now ‖¼G − H‖ < r for all |¼| ≤ ½ and
sinceW is ½-bounded, we must have‖W G− H‖ < r . However,

‖W G− H‖ ≥ ‖W G.t/− H .t/‖ = ‖P.t/u − x‖ ≥ r

by the definition ofG andH . We conclude thatP.t/ is M-bounded.
The remainder of the proof follows as in Lemma2.5.

Given a subspaceA of C0.Q/, we will say thats ∈ Q is astrong boundary point
for A if for each neighbourhoodU of s, and eachž > 0, there is a functionh in A
such that 1= ‖h‖ = h.s/ and |h.r /| < ž for all r ∈ Q\U . The set of all strong
boundary points will be denoted by¦.A/. For a subspaceM of C0.Q; E/, we say
that M is an A-moduleif f F ∈ M for all f ∈ A andF ∈ M . We are now ready to
give theorems for nice operators from a subspace of aC0.Q; E/ onto a subspaceN
such as discussed above.

THEOREM 3.4. LetT be a nice isomorphism from a closedsubspaceM ofC0.Q; E1/

onto a closed subspaceN of C0.K ; E2/. Assume thatM ∈ A .A/ and thatM is an
A-module for a subspaceA of C0.Q/ which separates the points ofQ.

Suppose thatZ.E2.t// is trivial and thatN∗.t/ = ext.E2.t/∗/ for eacht ∈ ch.N/.
Then there exists a function' fromch.N/ into ch.M/ and for eacht ∈ ch.N/ there is
a nice operatorV.t/ from E1.'.t// into E2.t/ such thatT F.t/ = V.t/F.'.t// for all
t ∈ ch.N/ andF ∈ M . The function' is continuous at eacht for which'.t/ ∈ ¦.A/
and its range is dense in¦.A/. In particular, if ¦.A/ is dense inQ, then the range of
' is dense inQ.
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PROOF. Given t ∈ ch.N/ and y∗ ∈ N∗.t/ there existss ∈ ch.M/ and x∗ ∈
ext.X.s/∗/ such thatT ∗.y∗ ◦  t/ = x∗ ◦ s. This holds becauseT is nice. We define
'.t/ = s and because of Lemma3.3 we can show that' is well defined with the
same argument used for that purpose in the proof of Theorem2.8. The definition
of V.t/ and the fact that it is well-defined, bounded, and nice can also be proved as
before. If'.t/ ∈ ¦.A/, then we can find the necessary functionF ∈ M so that the
continuity of' follows as in the proof of Theorem2.9, with the exception that we get
lim inf ‖T F.'.tþ//‖ ≤ ž rather than zero.

It remains to prove the assertion about the density of'.ch.N//. Suppose that
s ∈ ¦.A/ is not in the closure of'.ch.N//. For any positive integern, there is an
hn ∈ A such that‖hn‖ = hn.s/ = 1 and|hn.r /| < 1=n for all r ∈ '.ch.N//− . If
u ∈ E1 with ‖u‖ = 1, let Fn = hn · u. ThenFn ∈ M and

‖T Fn.t/‖ = ‖V.t/Fn.'.t//‖ ≤ ‖Fn.'.t//‖ < 1=n

for all t ∈ ch.N/. It follows that‖T Fn‖ < 1=n because ch.N/ is a boundary for
N. Since eachFn has norm 1, this would imply thatT−1 is unbounded which is a
contradiction.

In the previous theorem, we assumed thatN satisfied condition (i) of Lemma3.3.
If we assume thatN satisfies condition (ii) of that lemma, we get a slightly weaker
conclusion; namely, we can no longer prove thatV.t/ is nice.

THEOREM 3.5. Assume thatM has the same properties as in Theorem3.4, and
that T is a nice isomorphism fromM onto N ⊂ C0.K ; E2/. Suppose thatZ.E2.t// is
trivial, the linear span ofN∗.t/ is dense inE2.t/∗ for eacht ∈ ch.N/, andN ∈ A .B/
whereB is norming forK as a subspace ofC0.K /. Then there exists a function' from
ch.N/ into ch.M/and for eacht ∈ ch.N/ there is an operatorV.t/ from E1.'.t// to
E2.t/ such thatT F.t/ = V.t/F.'.t// for all t ∈ ch.N/ and F ∈ M . The function'
has range dense in¦.A/. It is continuous and the operatorV.t/ is a contraction for
eacht such that'.t/ ∈ ¦.A/. If ¦.A/ is dense inQ, then the range of' (and so also,
ch.M/) is dense inQ.

PROOF. We get' well defined as in the previous theorem. Again, fort ∈ ch.N/
andu ∈ E1.'.t//, we defineV.t/u = T F.t/ whereF ∈ M such thatF.'.t// = u.
If H ∈ M with H .'.t// = u, we can easily show thaty∗.T F.t// = y∗.T H.t// for
all y∗ in the linear span ofN∗.t/. We now use the density of such functionals in
E2.t/ to show that the above equality holds for ally∗ ∈ E2.t/∗. If '.t/ ∈ ¦.A/, and
u ∈ E1.'.t//, there existsf ∈ A such that 1= f .'.t// = ‖ f ‖ andF = f .·/u ∈ M .
Thus ‖V.t/u‖ = ‖V.t/F.'.t//‖ = ‖T F.t/‖ ≤ ‖F‖ = ‖u‖. Hence,V.t/ is a
contraction. The asserted continuity of' and density of its range follows as in the
previous theorem.
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REMARKS. .i/ The condition thatA separates the points ofQ in both Theo-
rems3.4and3.5could be weakened slightly by supposing thatA separates the points
of ch.M/. Similarly, it would be enough, in the statement of Lemma3.3 (ii), and
in the statement of Theorem3.5, to assume thatA or B are norming for ch.N/. If
in Example3.2 (iii), we take K = [0;1] = Q, 0 = [0;1=2] and assume that'1 is
one-to-one on0, then forA = {h ∈ C.K / : h ◦ '1 = h ◦ '2}, the spaceN will be in
A .A/, whereA is norming for ch.N/ = 0.
.ii/ A subspaceA of C0.Q/ is said to beextremely regularif ¦.A/ = Q. It is

shown in [7] that such subspaces arise, for example, as kernels of nonzero, continuous
complex-valued finite regular Borel measures onQ, and thatC0.Q/ has proper ex-
tremely regular subspaces wheneverQ is notdispersed. It is also known that ifA is a
point-separating closed subalgebra ofC0.Q/, then the strong boundary ofA is dense
in the Šilov boundary ofA [10], which itself is dense inQ if A is a regular closed
subalgebra.
.iii / If A is extremely regular, or if it is a regular closed subalgebra ofC0.Q/, then

for M as in the hypotheses of either Theorem3.4 or Theorem3.5, we would have
'.ch.N// (and therefore also ch.M/) dense inQ.
.iv/ Obviously,M = C0.Q; E1/ satisfies all the required hypotheses forM . Theo-

rem3.4applies, in this case, to the interesting example given by Cambern [6]. In this
example, Cambern constructs an isometry fromC.{1;2}; `2/ into C.K ; `2/, whereK
is the one point compactification of the positive integersN, for which ch.N/ = N and
the function' cannot be extended continuously toK .
.v/ The methods of this section can be easily applied to show that the conclusions

of both Theorem3.4 and Theorem3.5 hold if M is replaced by a function module
.Q; .Xs/s∈Q; X/.
.vi/ The reader may also wish to compare the conditions given by Font [10, Theo-

rem 1] for isometries fromM onto N. The map corresponding to' in his case goes
from a setK0 ⊂ K into ¦.A/. This setK0 is not necessarily the same as ch.N/ as
we will see in an example later. The assumption there aboutM is that M ∈ A .A/
whereA is regular. (Font definesA to beregular if for each closed subsetC of Q and
s ∈ Q\C,there ish ∈ A with h.s/ = 1 andh ≡ 0 onC.) The spaceE2 is assumed to
be strictly convex and no other conditions are put onN.

We will end this section with several examples. First, we want to make a rather
special observation. Note that in Example3.2, part (iii), we have a subspaceN
of C.K ; E/ which is defined as the range of a certain isometry with the canonical
form on the subset0 = ch.N/. SinceN∗.t/ = ext.E∗/ for eacht ∈ ch.N/, it will
follow from Theorem3.4 that if E.t/ has trivial centralizer for eacht ∈ ch.N/ then
any nice isomorphismT from anyC0.Q; E1/ onto N will be a generalized weighted
composition operator. That is, if there is a canonical isometry with rangeN and
E.t/ has trivial centralizer for eacht , then every nice isomorphism ontoN will be
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canonical. We state this formally as follows.

THEOREM 3.6. Suppose there exists an isometryT fromC0.Q; E1/ onto a subspace
N of C0.K ; E/ so thatT F.t/ = V.t/F.'.t// for all t ∈ ch.N/ where' is continuous
andV.t/ is nice for eacht ∈ ch.N/. Suppose further thatE.t/ has trivial centralizer
for eacht ∈ ch.N/. If L is any locally compact Hausdorff space,E2 is any Banach
space andS is a nice isomorphism fromC0.L ; E2/ onto N, S will be a generalized
weighted composition operator whose operator weights are nice.

PROOF. Given t ∈ ch.N/ and y∗ ∈ ext.E.t/∗/, sinceV.t/ is nice, there exists
x∗ ∈ ext.E∗

1/ such thatV.t/∗ y∗ = x∗. Sox∗ ◦  '.t/ ∈ ext.C0.Q; E1/
∗/ and sinceT

is an isometry,y∗ ◦  t = .T∗/−1.x∗ ◦  '.t// is an extreme point forB.N∗/. Then
N∗.t/ = ext.E.t/∗/, and the theorem follows from Theorem3.4.

The following example shows that the setK0 mentioned in (vi) above can differ
from ch.N/.

EXAMPLE 3.7. Let E be two dimensional real space with norm

‖.a;b/‖o =
{

|a| + |b|(√2 − 1
)

if |b| ≤ |a|;
|b| + |a|(√2 − 1

)
if |a| ≤ |b|.

The dual norm is given by

‖.Þ; þ/‖d =




|Þ| if |þ| ≤ (√
2 − 1

)
;(|Þ| + |þ|)=2 if

(√
2 − 1

) ≤ |þ| ≤ (√
2 + 1

)|Þ|;
|þ| if

(√
2 + 1

)|Þ| ≤ |þ|.
Let N = sp{G1;G2} whereG1;G2 are elements ofC0.{1;2;3}; E/ defined by

G1.1/ = e1; G1.2/ = −e1; G1.3/ = −e1;

G2.1/ = e2; G2.2/ = e1; G2.3/ = −e1:

Then forG = aG1 + bG2 ∈ N, we have‖G‖ = |a| + |b|. Also ch.N/ = {2;3},
E.t/ = sp{e1} for t ∈ ch.N/, and ext.E.t/∗/ = N∗.t/ for t ∈ ch.N/. The operatorT
fromC.{1}; `1.2// to N defined byT F = 〈F.1/;e1〉G1+〈F.1/;e2〉G2 is an isometry.
In fact, it has the canonical form with' defined on all of{1;2;3}, which is the set
K0 = B.T/ as defined by Font [10] (and also Cambern [6]).

Let W be defined onC.{1;2}/ to N by

W f =
[

f .1/ + f .2/

2

]
G1 +

[
f .1/ − f .2/

2

]
G2:

Here,W is an isometry with canonical form where' is defined only on ch.N/ = K0.
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The spaceE in the example is not strictly convex, and the isometries have the form
guaranteed by Theorem3.4. In fact, the operators act in the same way even if we
replaceE by `2.2/. Note that the setK0 = B.T/ is dependent on the operatorT ,
while ch.N/, of course, depends onN.

Before giving the next example, we wish to observe that ifT is a generalized
weighted composition operator, then

F.'.t// = 0 ⇒ T F.t/ = 0(6)

for anyt in the domain of the function'. Jeang and Wong [12] have observed that if
E is real and not strictly convex, there exist norm-one elementsu1;u2 in E such that

‖Þu1 + þu2‖ = Þ + þ; for all Þ; þ ≥ 0:(7)

Then the operatorT from C.{1;2};R/ into C.{1;2}; E/ by

T f .1/ =
(

f .1/ + f .2/

2

)
u1 +

(
f .1/ − f .2/

2

)
u2;

T f .2/ = −
(

f .1/ + f .2/

2

)
u1 +

(
f .1/− f .2/

2

)
u2

is an isometry.
The next two examples show that the conclusion of Theorem3.4and Theorem3.5

can fail if either the density of the linear span ofN∗.t/ or the triviality of Z.E2.t// is
not satisfied.

EXAMPLE 3.8. Let E be the spaceR2 with norm determined by the unit ball which
is the convex set bounded by the unit circle except that the arcs of the circle in the
first and third quadrants are replaced by the line segments connecting.0;1/; .1;0/
and.−1;0/; .0;−1/ respectively. Thene1 = .1;0/;e2 = .0;1/ are elements ofE
satisfying (7). Let T be defined as above, andN be the range ofT . It can be
shown that.1;1/ ◦  1; .1;1/ ◦  2 are extreme points for the unit ball ofN∗ so that
ch.N/ = {1;2}. However,N∗.1/ = N∗.2/ = {.1;1/; .−1;−1/} which does not
spanE∗. The isometryT is not a generalized weighted composition operator because
it does not satisfy (6). In this case, the function' could be defined, butV.t/ cannot
be defined correctly sinceN∗.1/ and N∗.2/ are not big enough. The spaceE does
have trivial centralizer since it has noM-summands.

EXAMPLE 3.9. Let E be the real spacè1.2/and defineT as in the previous example.
Here we have

T∗..1;1/ ◦  1/ =  1 and T∗..−1;1/ ◦  1/ = − 2

and the function' is not well-defined. Of course, the centralizer ofE is not trivial in
this case.
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4. The strictly convex case

A Banach spaceE is strictly convexif every element on the surface of the unit ball
is an extreme point. This property has been part of the hypotheses in many of the
vector-valued Banach-Stone Theorems, including the first such theorem by Jerison
[13] as well as in the previously cited papers of Cambern [6] and Font [10]. The
presence of this assumption allows a different approach and we want to show how that
goes for nice operators. There are only slight differences from what has been done for
isometries by Font. The lemma below is the key. We do it first for a nice isomorphism
defined on a function module and the basic ideas in this setting actually go back to
Cambern [6].

LEMMA 4.1. Let X = .Q; .Xs/s∈Q; X/ be a function module with the property that
eachXs is reflexive. Suppose thatT is a nice isomorphism fromX ontoN ⊂ C0.K ; E/,
whereE is strictly convex. Suppose thaty∗ ◦ t ∈ ext.N∗/ andT∗.y∗ ◦ t / = x∗ ◦ s.
If F ∈ X and F.s/ = 0, thenT F.t/ = 0.

PROOF. We begin by assumingF ∈ X vanishes on a neighbourhoodU of s ∈ Q,
and also that‖F‖ < 1. SinceXs is reflexive, there existsu ∈ Xs such thatx∗.u/ =
‖u‖ = 1. Furthermore, by Lemma2.3, there existsF1 ∈ X such that‖F1‖ = 1,
F1.s/ = u, and‖F1.r /‖ = 0 if r ∈ Q\U . Let G = F + F1 andH = [G + F1]=2.
Now G.s/ = H .s/ = F1.s/ = u and each of the functions has norm one. Moreover,

1 = y∗.T F1.t// = x∗.F1.s//

= x∗.H .s// = y∗.T H.t// = x∗.G.s// = y∗.T G.t//:

SinceT is nice, and therefore a contraction, we conclude that

‖T G.t/‖ = ‖T H.t/‖ = ‖T F1.t/‖ = 1:

Note thatT H.t/ is a proper convex combination of the other two, and since all lie on
the surface of the unit ball of the strictly convex spaceE, they must all be equal to
each other. SinceT G.t/ = T F.t/ + T F1.t/, we must conclude thatT F.t/ = 0.

SupposeF.s/ = 0 and letž > 0 be given. Since the maps → ‖F.s/‖ is upper
semicontinuous, there is a neighbourhoodU of s such that‖F.r /‖ < ž for all r ∈ U .
There exists a continuous real functiong on Q of norm one such thatg = 0 on a
closed neighbourhoodV of s which is contained inU and which has the value 1 on the
closed setQ\U . ThengF ∈ X vanishes on a neighborhood ofs and‖F − gF‖ < 2ž.
By the first part of the argument, we haveT.gF/.t/ = 0 and therefore,

‖T F.t/‖ = ‖T F.t/− T.gF/.t/‖ ≤ ‖T F − T.gF/‖ ≤ ‖F − gF‖ < 2ž:

It follows thatT F.t/ = 0.
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Font [10] gives a similar result for isometries on certain subspacesM of C0.Q; E1/.
We state the lemma for the case of nice operators whereM is aC0.Q/-module which
is norming. We seem to need this condition in order to be sure that the functions that
vanish on a neighbourhood ofs are dense in the functions that vanish at the single
point.

LEMMA 4.2. Let M be a subspace ofC0.Q; E1/ which is norming forQ (or even
just for ch.M/), whereE1 is reflexive and supposeM is a C0.Q/-module. Suppose
that T is a nice isomorphism fromM ontoN ⊂ C0.K ; E/, whereE is strictly convex.
Suppose thaty∗ ◦ t ∈ ext.N∗/ andT∗.y∗ ◦ t/ = x∗ ◦ s. If F ∈ M andF.s/ = 0,
thenT F.t/ = 0.

PROOF. Assume thatF vanishes on a neighbourhoodU of s. SinceE1 is reflexive,
there existsu ∈ E1 such thatx∗.u/ = ‖u‖ = 1. The norming property ofM gives
F0 ∈ M such thatF0.s/ = u and 1= ‖F0‖ = ‖F0.s/‖. Furthermore, there exists
h ∈ C0.Q/ with 1 = h.s/ = ‖h‖ andh.r / = 0 for r ∈ Q\U , and becauseM is a
C0.Q/-module, the functionF1 = hF0 is in M and has the same properties as theF1

defined in the beginning of the proof of the previous lemma. The remainder of the
proof differs from that of the previous lemma only in the second part. Given that
F.s/ = 0, andž > 0, there is a neighbourhoodU of s and a compact setD such
that‖F.r /‖ < ž for all r ∈ U and allr ∈ Q\D. There existsg ∈ C0.Q/ such that
‖g‖ = 1, g = 0 on a compact neighbourhoodV contained inU andg = 1 on D\U .
ThengF ∈ M vanishes on a neighbourhood ofs, and we complete the argument as
before.

The conclusions of the above lemmas are just what is needed to show that a nice
operator has the canonical form.

THEOREM 4.3. Let T be a nice isomorphism as in the statement of Lemma4.1
(alternately, Lemma4.2). Then there exists a continuous function' from ch.N/ into
Q whose range is dense and for eacht ∈ ch.N/, there is a bounded operatorV.t/ from
X'.t/ (alternately,E1) to E2.t/ such thatT F.t/ = V.t/F.'.t// for all t ∈ ch.N/:

PROOF. Let t ∈ ch.N/ and suppose

T∗.y∗ ◦  t / = x∗ ◦  s; T∗.z∗ ◦  t/ = w∗ ◦ r :

Let u ∈ Xr (alternately,u ∈ E1) be such thatw∗.u/ 6= 0. There existsF with
F.s/ = 0 andF.r / = u. By Lemma4.1(alternately,Lemma4.2) we haveT F.t/ = 0.
However, 06= w∗.F.r // = .w∗◦ r /.F/ = z∗.T F.t// = 0. This contradiction shows
that there is a well-defined function' which pairst with s.
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For s = '.t/ and H .s/ = F.s/, we have.H − F/.s/ = 0, and by Lemma4.1
(alternately, Lemma4.2) again, we getT.H − F/.t/ = 0. We conclude that the
equation

V.t/u = T F.t/; whereF.s/ = u;

describes a well-defined operator fromXs to E2.t/. The rest of the argument forT
as in Lemma4.1 follows as in earlier proofs. For the case in whichT is defined on
M as in Lemma4.2, the proof of continuity and density of the function' depends
on the existence of certain functions inM . Givenu ∈ E1, s ∈ Q, a neighbourhood
U of s, andž > 0, we can follow the ideas of the construction given in the proof
of Lemma4.2 above to find a functionF ∈ M with F.s/ = u, ‖F‖ = ‖u‖, and
F.r / = 0 for r ∈ Q\U . The continuity of' and the density of its range can be proved
as in the proof of Theorem3.4.

The result above holds forT defined onC0.Q; E1/ onto N. This is the theorem
of Cambern [6] for nice operators instead of isometries. Of course we have had to
assume thatE1 is reflexive.

REMARKS. .i/ The assumption thatE2 is strictly convex implies thatZ.E2.t//
is trivial for everyt ∈ ch.N/. However, we get the conclusion of Theorem4.3without
any of the other assumptions aboutN needed in the Theorems in Section3. Of course,
we did have to assume the reflexivity condition onE1.
.ii/ The mapt :→ V.t/ of Theorem4.3 (the alternate case) can be proved to be

continuous from ch.N/ intoL .E1; E/ with the S.O.T provided that for eachu ∈ E1

there is a functionF ∈ M which is constantly equal tou on a neighbourhood oft .
This would hold, for example, ifM ∈ A .A/ where A is normal. (A subspaceA
is normal if given a pair of disjoint compact sets, there is a function inA which is
identically 1 on one of the sets and zero on the other.) This remark is also pertinent
for the theorems of Section3. It is known that a closed regular subalgebraA of C0.Q/
is normal [14].
.iii / As we mentioned before, Lemma4.2 is given by Font [10] for T an isometry,

but Font only assumes thatM ∈ A .A/ where A is a regular subspace ofC0.Q/.
It is argued there that under these conditions, the set of functions that vanish in a
neighbourhood of a points in the strong boundary ofA is dense in the set of functions
that vanish ats. We were unable to prove that assertion. Our proof of this fact seems
to need a slightly stronger condition than normality forA. It is tempting to defineA
to bestrongly normalif for any disjoint pair of compact sets there is an element ofA
which has norm 1 (or at least some uniform bound on the norm) which is zero on one
compact set and 1 on the other. However, it is known that such a subspace ofC0.Q/
is necessarily all ofC0.Q/ [14, page 178].
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